Thank you all for the embarrassment of riches, to the more than 200 composers who sent us their wonderful work for our first ever Call for Scores! We have been amazed and impressed with the overall level of quality of all your talented submissions. It has been nearly impossible to narrow down the field only to those compositions we know we can perform this upcoming season. Notices will be going out this week to the composers of the works we will be able to include this season, with a few possibly having to be put into the next season. We hope we will be able to perform even more of the trove in future seasons—and a trove, it is, indeed.

In deep appreciation of your artistry, David, Nanette and Dale

The composers and their works are:

Ames: Summer Sang in Me
Carnahan: 3 Mourning
Songs Carro: Alta Mar
Casey: Anna’s Song
Castillo: Incident
Collins: Etude X Daughtery: The Sandpiper
Doolittle: Minute Etudes (Book 2)
Dos Santos: Eu durmo comigo
Feiner: Paper Money
Flaherty: Music I Heard with You Gottschalk: Beat
Greenwood: Birds in Particle Motion Hall: Lovestars
Hatzimichela: Suite I
Hoover: Burning Giraffe
Hopkins: Sonata of the Seaven
Teares Jenks: Unrestful sleep
Jenkins: Nach Raum und Zeit, #1, 2, 3
Joyce: One
Kaca: Memoire de l’ombre
Kennedy: 5 Songs, #3, 5, 6
Krahn: Missed Connections, #1, 3
Kramer: Ricercar
List: On the Wing, #1, 2, 5 Lonsdale: Mosaic
Luna: From Lamentations
McFerron: Winter Solstice
Mehdizadeh: Cello Sonata
Merritt: Three Prophecies, #3
Miao: The Road Not Taken
Miehling: Larmes, Nanny
Mitrano: Phobias, #2, 3, 4
Mitton: Seven Haikus #1-2
Moskowitz, Manic Screaming
Nazaykinska: A Glimpse of Hope
Notareschi: Love Songs, #1
Price: A Southern Prelude
Pritsker: Three Songs of Nostalgia, #1
Roustorm: Hanjale
Rubin: Day that I Loved
Rudman: There Will Come Soft Rains
Schindler: Sonetti di Petrarca, #4
Schipizky: Sonya's Letters
Schott: Capoeira
Senn: Micro-Dramatic Songs from Prague II, #3
Siebert: Listen, Hear the Sea
Skripko, Three Songs of Ursula LeGuin, #1
Smoragiewicz: Bagatelles
Steinke: Santa Fe Trail Echoes
Viana: Cantilena
Wallach: Revisitation of Myth, #3
Wicks: Four Rosetti Songs, #2-3
Wicks: Three Elegies, #2
Zavala: La sed, #2